Silver & black on aluminium. 70 cm x 100 cm.

We strive to better understand ourselves and life around
us, to understand the others and how they deal with us. In
short, we strive to dissect what makes us ‘us’ and put it
under the microscope, expose it, understand it, strip it of
all its magic and mystery.

These pieces are made out of wood logs
that I carve and paint.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

CUSTOM ORDER YOUR OWN
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Average dimensions:
Average height:
50 cm.
Average diameter: 30 cm.
Average weight: 15 kg.

Our understanding (to understand means to dissect) of
everything becomes naked and bare, stripped of all charm
and dream, stripped of hope and color. Our perception of
things becomes real, ugly with all beauty gone. One can
never look at a painting from up close because from up
close the viewer misses the whole point. Putting a painting under the microscope will strip it of its message and
mood. Under the microscope one will only see an alien
terrain of paint and canvas, the little holes and lumps of
paint, casting shadows here and there, varying in color
and shade. Under the microscope, a painting is no longer
a painting, it becomes something else: An alien terrain.
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A person is like a painting, every one of us is like a painting to himself and in himself. Seen under the microscope
the self is lost, the dream is gone, the terrain becomes
alien, and the original beauty is gone. Under the micro-

thinking there is always a safe way back, but seldom do we know
how irrevocable many of our decisions are, seldom do we notice
the changing course of our lives (physically or mentally) yet
when it comes to making a decision that has “permanence”
written all over it, we tend to weigh things more carefully. Is it in
man’s nature to have fear, or is it reason that amplifies fear in
man? Fear of pain, of tomorrow’s changing views, of regret?
Indecision is hell. Predator or prey, victim or volunteer. What
defines our character is what we choose to be. Reckless, careful,
thoughtless, thoughtful, or a bit of everything... What defines us
most is what stands out the most. What stands out the most in us
is what we reveal the most: Type of action / reaction / display of
power and charm. Bold characters stand out in thought and
action, in manners of speech, color and image…

A split second decision: To set yourself on a
course defined, clean and sharp with hard edges,
like a locomotive on a track. No remorse, no looking
back, free from the weight of the past and the baggage
of others, pulling you backwards, slowing you down.
What defines a character?
The set of qualities that make somebody or something distinctive,
especially somebody’s qualities of mind and feeling. Not only
that, but also the decisions we make define our character, the
way we react, the things we do and the things we don’t do. It is
not only what we say, it’s how we say it and what we actually do
in contrast (or parallel) that sharpens the definition of our own
character.
We take our future into our own hands, we like to be in control
and build our own lives and we tend to make all our decisions

scope the self is lost. The self remains whole like a painting which remains whole only when seen from a proper
distance that allows the viewer to observe the details and
the whole at the same time.
What is this microscope?
A philosophy.
What do you mean by philosophy?
A point of view.
One view of life is Romanticism: Seeing life from a Platonic or ideal perspective; trying to live one’s life as it
ought to be lived (living in the image of ideal perfection).
The other is existential: seeing life from a realistic point of
view (living in the image of man and his many faults).
Desecrates said: “I think therefore I am.” Meaning: I exit
through my thinking. Having ideals and deciding to act
upon them belongs to the faculty of the mind. These ideals
influence me and my behavior, they regulate my mood,
and feelings, ad affect my decisions, reactions, and consequently, my general well being. They also influence
how I deal with other people and my daily troubles. They
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help me glide into tomorrow and give me strength to go on
and conquer every obstacle in my way.

ment of measure (ideal perfection) is perceived in a more
perfect light.

Kierkegaard reversed this theme, he said: “I am, therefore I think.” Subjectivity is truth, which means: The way I
am, (an imperfect human), defines the way I think, and
this robs me of my hope and dream. In other words, what
I am defines my ideals, and because I am an imperfect
human, my ideals can no longer be ideals (because ideals
are never imperfect, ideals are Platonic and therefore,
because my premise is the imperfect human I no longer
have the potential to look higher than myself and uphold
an ideal. “All essential knowledge relates to existence, or only such

Let us try not to dissect the self lest we lose the joy of life.
Dissecting the self will rob life of its joy. The mind seeking
to understand and unravel every mystery and magic, and
when the mind succeeds in stripping the self (soul) of all
its magic, then there is nothing left to hope for (hope
means looking forward to a better state of being/ feeling/
existing) if the ultimate state a self can hope for is man,
and man is faulty, then hope can not exist because, hope
surpasses the limitations of man. If the ultimate state the
self can hope for is an ideal beyond the reach of man,
then hope can exist and accompany man from cradle to
grave.

knowledge as has an essential relationship to existence is essential
knowledge.” Individual has the freedom to choose his own truth on the
subjective basis of faith. The Concept of Dread (1884) presents man’s confrontation with “the nothingness of possibility” and his anxiety in face of
the openness and uncertainty of the future. “It was dread which drove me
to excess,” Kierkegaard wrote in his Journal in May 1843. Dread explains
the need to return to the innocence that (according to him) each man loses essentially the same way as Adam lost his.

If man is the measure of all things and man is full of faults,
therefore everything based on that increment of measure
(man) becomes faulty. If the ideals of man are the measure of all things, and ideals by nature, are perfection in
the abstract, therefore everything based on that incre-

Romanticism sets superhuman (ideal) values and standards (virtues) for the self to reach. Existentialism sets
man (and his imperfections) as the standard for the self to
reach.
Romanticism uplifts the standards of man to a somewhat
unreachable status and keeps the self looking up trying to
reach higher states. It gives solid ground for hope to exist
(hope meaning the desire to become or evolve into a better state, spiritually, mentally, physically....)
Existentialism sets the faulty human as the standard for
the self to reach, and that turns the self inwards on itself,
dissecting itself into smaller pieces and eventually losing
its own self. It sets no higher standards for the self to
strive to attain, the standards are man and his faulty qualities. When the self realizes that there are no higher goals
outside of it to try to reach, hope loses ground and eventually dies. When hope dies, life loses all meaning.

Let our understanding of others be Existential and
the conditioning of our own selves be Idealistic.
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BIKES, BOATS, BUSSES, CARS, CLOTHES (LEATHER & ANY TEXTILE), CURTAINS (ANY MATERIAL), DRUM- SETS FURNITURE,
GUITARS, HELMETS, JETSKIS MANNEQUINS (ANY MATERIAL & SIZE), MIRRORS MOBILE PHONES, NEON SIGNS (INDOOR &
OUTDOOR) PCS, SKIS, SNOWBOARDS, SNOW MOBILES, TRUCKS VANS, VIOLINS…

Drift. Climb higher.
Reach your own top.
Reveal what’s hidden.
Talk to yourself. Talk
to others and let the
music fill you up.
Ride the current, the
hot one and the cold,
the high and the low.
Go places in your
mind. The journey is
purely mental and the
mental is a circle, it
needs to be recharged by
the physical, the colorful
and the vibrant, the sweet and
the bitter, pleasure and pain.
Heard that before? Now hear it
again. Make it sink down below and
let it rise with a flourish like a geyser,
pound relentlessly like a hammer, like the
waves of a violent sea smashing against
the rocks.
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ADVERTISEMENTS (INDOOR & OUTDOOR) CEILINGS, FLOORS & WALLS
(ANY MATERIAL ANY SIZE)
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ALUMINIUM, CANVAS, CONCRETE, FIBER, FLEX, GLASS, LEATHER, PAPER, PLASTIC, PLEXI GLASS, METAL, STAINLESS STEEL,
TEXTILE, WOOD… YOU NAME IT!

TATTOOING | BODYPIERCING | AIRBRUSHILLUSTRATION | GRAPHICDESIGN

YOU CAN PAINT ANYTHING ON ANY SURFACE IN ANY SIZE, ANYWHERE:

CHARACTER

All artwork and automotive airbrush illustration by Hady Beydoun. These projects were designed and executed for various clients in the past 10 years. For more photos of this kind of work and technical
info, please visit the airbrush section on this site: www.hadybeydoun.com.

“YOU’RE THE LINKS THAT YOU WOVE | YOU
SHINE FROM THE LIGHT THAT YOU SHED”

Romanticism says:
Let the standards be ideals bigger and higher than man
and let man strive to reach these ideals. Raise the standards, make them bigger and higher than faulty man. Let
man strive to live as he ought to exist in the ideal. The only
way to learn is to look up at the higher standards and ideals and strive to live and be in its image. A copy of God.
Existentialism says:
The standards and ideals are those of man himself. There
are no higher standards. The only way man can learn is to
look at himself and dissect his own self. A copy of man.
These are my own views, if you disagree, please feel free to debate.

‘iDea’ IS A CONTINUATION OF A SERIES OF DIALOGUES IN SEARCH OF HAPPINESS BY HADY BEYDOUN.

Used and abused,
Crumpled, bent out of shape,
Expired trashed, distorted.
Scarred and marred....
What then?
What then?
Go back to a fuller state?
Virgin in the mind, untouched, unscarred ...
Junior the Son: Touched by what?
Uncle Smith: Touched by knowledge and life.
Evil Madeline: But there is no knowledge without
life!
Uncle Smith: True knowledge is observing life...
Evil Madeline: Is there life without knowledge?
Uncle Smith: In the absolute sense, all forms of life
imply a certain type of knowledge.
John the Father: What do you mean?
Evil Madeline: He means, even the most trivial forms
life hold a form of knowledge...
John the Father: Does that knowledge include instinct?
Uncle Smith: Yes and habits and fears... Ways of killing time...
John the Father: Why kill time?
Evil Madeline: You kill it before it kills you.
Junior the Son: How do you kill time?
Uncle Smith: By making a record of it.
Junior the Son: What do you mean, like a diary?
Uncle Smith: Yes, you make a diary of your achievements.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What do you call an achievement?
Uncle Smith: It means surpassing yourself.
John the Father: How is that done?
Uncle Smith: Dedication, passion, setting goals for

yourself and reaching them.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What about circumstance?
Evil Madeline: Unfortunately, not all circumstances
are always favorable at the same time
John the Father: What do you do then?
Uncle Smith: You compensate, you work your way
around them, and sometimes you turn a bad circumstance into a favorable one...
John the Father: Easier said that done!
Evil Madeline: Practice makes perfect.
John the Father: What do you do with a crumpled 7up
can?
Evil Madeline: It resembles your life
John the Father: My life?
Evil Madeline: Your life,
Your self: Used and abused,
Tired, pale, empty,
Defeated, set back, stuck in your place,
No dream, no hope, everything washed away...
Counting the days on your fingers,
Looking for trivialities to make you forget,
To add some color to your grey...
John the Father: But this can’t be!
Evil Madeline: Somehow, someway, it is so...
Junior the Son: How do you know?
Uncle Smith: She reads.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What do you read?
Evil Madeline: I read the way you speak and go
through your days.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What about you?
Evil Madeline: Just like you, i am the crumpled can.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What do you do about it?
Evil Madeline: I paint it with an idea
Junior the Son: An idea?

Uncle Smith: Yes.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: What do you mean, an idea?
Uncle Smith: Ideas are lethal weapons..
John the Father: Go on...
Uncle Smith: Ideas define a way of life
Junior the Son: Where do you get those ideas from?
Uncle Smith: Ideas are floating around you everywhere you go...
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Junior the Son: What do you do?
Uncle Smith: You grab some of them, and some of
them are handed down to you.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: Who hands them down to you?
Evil Madeline: Everything... Parents, tv, school....
Junior the Son: And you live out your life based on
those ideas?
Evil Madeline: There is nothing else to do in this life,
but follow ideas you set for yourself.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: Does that make you feel content?
Evil Madeline: Absolutely!
John the Father: No matter what the idea?
Uncle Smith: As long as the idea relates to a real part
of yourself.
Sweet Aunt Rosa: And the cost?
Uncle Smith: Very dear.
John the Father: Is it worth it?
Evil Madeline: It is worth every tear in your bare
hands...
Uncle Smith: Here’s an idea,
Live with passion,
In every detail of your day,
Even if it doesn’t reward you at the same instant,
It sure will somehow along the way,
As long as you stick to it,
It sticks to you..
yes it does...

FOR A BETTER IDEA OF LAFAMILLIA, READ PREVIOUS DIALOGUES IN PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS AND ON THE NET: www.hadybeydoun.com/lafamilia.
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Here is an example of how a big black old tattoo got covered up with a bright and fully colored one in several stages. Even tattoos as bad as this one can be fixed.
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BEFORE / AFTER

iDEA

BEFORE / AFTER

• Is it possible to tattoo skin tones over my old tattoo to ‘erase’ it?
No, it’s not possible to do that because you can never get the exact shade of
skin tone.

BEFORE / AFTER
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BEFORE / AFTER

• Can I keep the same theme or do I have to go for something completely
different?
You may or may not keep the same theme depending on the damage your
tattoo has.
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BEFORE / AFTER
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•Does it mean that my tattoo has to become much bigger?
Not all cover-ups mean a bigger tattoo.

BEFORE / AFTER
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•Can you cover-up any tattoo?
Regardless of size, location or color ANY TATTOO can be covered up.

BEFORE / AFTER
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A lot of my work consists of covering up old and ugly tattoos, things that are a disgrace
to the art of tattooing. It’s a shame that many people still fall for crappy work either
because they are after a cheap deal or they don’t know any better at judging good
work from the bad. Here are some of the most frequent questions asked regarding
tattoo cover-up:

• My tattoo is too black, can I have color over it?
Yes, even black can be covered up with color and detail. (see example below).

BEFORE / AFTER
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TATTOO | COVER-UP

BEFORE / AFTER
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ALL THE “BEFORE TATTOOS” ARE DONE BY UNPROFESSIONAL PEOPLE WHO ONLY CLAIM THEY KNOW WHAT THEY’RE DOING.
DON’T BE FOOLED BY THEIR TALK, OR BE TEMPTED BY THEIR CHEAP PRICES: GET YOUR ART DONE RIGHT FROM THE FIRST TIME!

SCAR COVER-UP

OPERATION | WOUND
BURN | BIRTHMARK
STRETCH MARKS

ALL CAN BE COVERED UP WITH A TATTOO
THAT HIDES IT TOTALLY.

BEFORE / AFTER
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BEFORE / AFTER
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BEFORE / AFTER
BEFORE / AFTER
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BEFORE / AFTER

BEFORE / AFTER
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What Makes a Tattoo Beautiful?

Size: Visually speaking the size of the tattoo determines how it flows on the body
and how it complements it. Many people think of a tattoo as one small element
placed somewhere and that’s all. Well, sometimes it works like this depending on
the tattoo itself and the location chosen however, in general tattoos that flow with
the curves of the body are more pleasing to the eye and enhance the curves of its
immediate location. It becomes more of an artistic statement rather than just hav-
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ing a tattoo placed anywhere on the body. Of course, the attitude and boldness of
character also determine the size and flow of the tattoo and the opposite is true.
Location: Is all about attitude. In principle, any tattoo can be done anywhere on
the body however, the style and general shape of the design have a say in where
to place it and the other way around: The location helps determine what style of
tattoo to get, and all that depends on what one wants to communicate visually; the
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same design placed on the ankle has a certain attitude and on the wrist has a different one.
Technique: Has the final say in the matter. It can make it or break it. Proper shading, solid colors and black filling, consistent line weight, contrast, choice of color...
In short it, is what says the most about you. The quality of the tattoo can affect the
first impression taken about the attitude or character of its wearer.
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